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Structure-spectra relationship in semiconductor quantum dots �QDs� is investigated by subjecting the same
QD sample to single-dot spectroscopy and cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy �XSTM� structural
measurements. We find that the conventional approach of using XSTM structure as input to calculate the
spectra produces some notable conflicts with the measured spectra. We demonstrate a theoretical “inverse
approach” which deciphers structural information from the measured spectra and finds structural models that
agree with both XSTM and spectroscopy data. This effectively “closes the loop” between structure and
spectroscopy in QDs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At the heart of structural chemistry and molecular spec-
troscopy lies the premise that spectra reflect structure and
thus that the understanding of the spectra is greatly facili-
tated by the knowledge of the structure and symmetry.1 Al-
though the structure can be readily measured in discrete mol-
ecules or crystalline compounds, this is more problematic for
nanostructures and microstructures that emerge as precipi-
tates from a matrix.2–4 Examples include colloidal nanocrys-
tals which are precipitated out of a solution containing orga-
nometallic surfactants,2 quantum wires precipitated from
liquid semiconductor in the presence of metal catalysts,3 and
“self-assembled” semiconductor quantum dots �QDs� emerg-
ing from a lattice-mismatched matrix on which the QDs are
grown epitaxially.4 Such highly useful objects contain a few
hundred to a few million atoms, can exist in a quasicontinu-
ous range of compositions, possibly with a composition gra-
dient within the structure, and come in a variety of shapes
and sizes.2–4 The complexity of such structures has generally
prohibited atomic-scale experimental characterization or the-
oretical prediction of their structure. Indeed, only the global
features—the size, shape, and composition �which we refer
to as “SSC”�, are generally assessed.5 Furthermore, the ac-
curacy of such features may depend critically on the models
used to analyze the data.5 Yet, in the theory of quantum
nanostructures,6–10 one calculates spectra based on the as-
sumed SSC, and compares it with the measured spectrum. It
is, however, not clear to what extent the currently assumed
SSCs �Ref. 5� reflect the “real structure” and whether the
assumed SSCs can be used to predict the spectra. The present
paper addresses this central structural deficiency problem.

QDs can be grown deterministically and reproducibly by
established synthesis protocols that afford significant control
over the outcome;4,6 they can be characterized with both
cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy �XSTM�

�Refs. 11–13� and optical spectroscopy, for instance multiex-
citon photoluminescence �PL�.6,7,14 Despite this, the atomic
structure is unknown, so there is no structural basis for un-
derstanding the detailed and rich spectroscopy. Building such
a bridge, linking XSTM and spectroscopic data on the same
QD sample with an atomistic theory is challenging and is
currently lacking for QDs. We indicate here how such a
bridge between growth-structure-spectroscopy can be built.

XSTM has emerged as one of the leading structural char-
acterization methods for individual nanostructures.5,11–13 Un-
like crystalline solids, where refinement of x-ray diffraction
experiments tends to produce a rather unique, narrowly de-
fined crystal structure whose description is mostly indepen-
dent of the input guess,15 XSTM is different in two principal
ways. First, deducing the composition profile requires first
guess of the shape of the QD—the “usual suspects” are the
ones with high symmetry such as truncated pyramids, cones,
and ellipsoids. The final shape and composition profile are
selected from such a set of guessed inputs by fitting the mea-
sured outward relation of the QD on the cleaved surface.11,13

Thus, a single XSTM measurement often produces a few
final SSC models, all consistent with the same measured QD
relaxation profile. Second, given that the application of the
XSTM procedure to million-atom QDs reveals, in the final
analysis, only global structural features, i.e., SSCs, one won-
ders to what extent is this restricted/specific structural infor-
mation sufficient to determine other physical properties, such
as detailed spectra.

Optically addressing individual QDs gives not only the
energy of the fundamental exciton but also the shifts, typi-
cally a few meV, due to interdot Coulomb interactions on
charging the QD with excess electrons or on creation of the
biexciton. These various excitons have been identified unam-
biguously in the emission spectra of individual QDs,18 but a
connection between the energy shifts and the structure deter-
mined by XSTM has not been made previously.
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Atomistic electronic structure theory of QDs �Refs. 16
and 17� can predict the detailed spectroscopic features given
the discrete atomic-scale structure as input. Indeed, the
many-body pseudopotential approach has emerged as a reli-
able method for describing various excitonic complexes.6,9,18

To address the fundamental question raised above, we use
here such a theoretical tool to bridge the structural �XSTM�
and spectroscopic �PL� information. Specifically, we subject
the same QD sample, produced by a well-defined growth
protocol, both to spectroscopic and to XSTM measurements.
Then, we use these different models, one at a time, as input
to electronic structure theory and predict the corresponding
multiexcitonic spectra. A comparison between the measured
and calculated spectra is used to determine the appropriate-
ness of the XSTM SSC profile to gauge spectroscopic fea-
tures.

We find that the conventional approach of using XSTM
structure as input to calculate the spectra creates some
notable conflicts with the measured spectra. However, we
demonstrate the “inverse approach” which deciphers struc-
tural information from the measured excitonic spectra and
identifies structural models that agree with both XSTM and
spectroscopic data. Unlike the commonly used approach, our
inverse approach effectively “closes the loop” between the
structure and spectra. We suggest that deciphering structural
information from the optical spectra of large nanosystems in
general should be used whenever the complexity of structure
prohibits experimental characterization of the full, atomistic
structure of the morphology.

II. CHARACTERIZATION OF QUANTUM DOTS

A. XSTM measurements give the height and base,
but can yield many equally probable descriptions

of the shape and composition profile

The QDs studied here were �In,Ga�As, grown by MBE on
�100� GaAs substrate �see Appendix�.6 The sample was
cleaved at the perpendicular �110� surface enabling STM
with atomic resolution to image the cross-sectional surface
through the QDs.11,13 The XSTM results are from one of the
QDs presenting the largest cross-section.11,13 The bias ap-
plied to the sample was −2.8 V and under these circum-
stances, electrons tunnel from the sample to the tip from the
occupied valence-band/QD hole states and the total current is
mainly sensitive to topographic profiles of the sample sur-
face and to a much smaller extent sensitive to the electronic
contrast �offset GaAs valence band and QD hole state�.13

From the recorded topographic image the base-length �bgeom�
and height �hgeom� of the QD are extracted; in our case 24
and 7 nm, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1�a�. However, the
shape and composition profile of the QD remain unknown.13

To analyze this, one measures the relaxation of the cleaved
surface �Fig. 1�b�� and compares it with the calculated relax-
ation profile, fitting a shape and composition profile of the
QD. The quality of the fit is judged by the root-mean-square
�RMS� deviations. Figure 1�c� shows a variety of shapes and
profiles that all agree with the measured relaxation profile
�see Fig. 1�b��. We next examine their ability to explain the
spectra.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Extraction of SSC profiles by XSTM
measurements and modeling. �a� A shape of model QD using
base length and height extracted from XSTM measurements. The
composition profile CIn�x,y ,z� is constructed by fitting In compo-
sition at four points �XBase ,XBaseR ,XTop ,XTopR�, CIn�x ,y ,z�
=X0+ ��x /bgeom�2+ �y /bgeom�2�1/2�XR−X0�, where X0=XBase+ �XTop

−XBase��z /hgeom�, XR=XBaseR+ �XTopR−XBaseR��z /hgeom�. �b� Mea-
sured outward relaxation curve �black� is fitted by a few models that
vary the composition profile for a given shape using continuum
elasticity simulation. This produces �c� model SSC profiles of five
model QDs. Indium composition profile is shown by contour plot
where 20% of In is represented by cyan �light gray� color, 40% of
In concentration by green �gray�, and 100% by red �dark gray�. �d�
Spectroscopically deduced model QDs via the barcoding approach
�Ref. 21�. In parts �c� and �d� the error of the calculated relaxation
profile relative to measured relaxation �b� is judged by the RMS
deviations.
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B. Single-dot spectroscopy

Figure 2 shows the measured multiexcitonic PL spectra
�see Appendix� of two typical QDs from the same sample of
QDs, showing exciton energies in the range of 1.07–1.08 eV.
The labels refer to different excitons: monoexciton �X0� has
one electron and one hole; the negative trion �X−1� has two
electrons and one hole; the doubly-negative monoexciton
�X−2� has three electrons and one hole �giving rise to two
lines, “triplet” XT

−2 and “singlet” XS
−2 emission�; and the neu-

tral biexciton �XX0� has two electrons and two holes. There
are of course QD-to-QD variations in the emission spectra
�Fig. 2 top�. However, the sequence of X0, XX0, X−1, and
X−2 emission lines in the measured PL spectra from each and
every QD studied in the ensemble produced by this well-
established growth protocol is kept. This can be broken down
into three “hard rules” �HRs�. Hard rule 1, HR1: the energies
of X−1, XX0, and X−2 emission lines are always red shifted
relative to X0. HR2: XX0 always lies between X0 and X−1.
HR3: XT

−2 is always redshifted relative to X−1.

III. STRUCTURE-SPECTRA RELATIONSHIP

A. Conventional approach: XSTM structural
determination\ theory of spectra\measured

spectra produces inconsistencies

Each of the five XSTM deduced models SSCs �Fig. 1�c��
is next used as an input to the many-body pseudopotential

calculations to predict the multiexcitonic spectra. We use a
theoretical approach �see Appendix� that includes the rel-
evant single-body �band mixing, intervalley mixing� and all
types of many-body interactions �direct, exchange and
correlation�.16,17 Our theory of QDs can predict the detailed
spectroscopic features given the discrete atomic-scale struc-
ture as input and has emerged as a reliable method for de-
scribing various excitonic complexes.6,18 Fig. 3 shows calcu-
lated multiexcitonic spectra of the XSTM model QDs using
the XSTM structures as input. Given that each XSTM de-
duced model QDs is a representative of the ensemble of
QDs,19 when comparing to the measured spectra, we set the
requirements that the calculated spectrum of each XSTM
model QD �i� has exciton energy �EX

0� close to the experi-
mental values and �ii� three hard rules are satisfied. Thus, we
discuss only the hard rules which are common to the spectra
from all QDs in the sample, but not the distances between
the emission peaks or intensities of peaks in the spectra as
they vary from QD-to-QD throughout the sample.19

The calculated EX
0 energies of all five XSTM model QDs

in Fig. 3 are in a good agreement with the measured EX
0

energies. Thus, the XSTM procedure provides a good esti-
mate of the overall QD geometry and average composition
profile, which together determine the EX

0 energy. Moving to
the high-resolution spectroscopic information, we find that
all five models extracted from XSTM fail to reproduce the
universal sequence of lines �hard rules� observed in PL.20

This disconnect between spectroscopy and structural charac-

FIG. 2. �Color online� Measured and assigned photoluminescence energy vs gate voltage �upper panel� from which a multiexciton
sequence �bottom panel� is extracted for two prototype QDs emitting around �1 eV. Multiexcitonic transition energies are given relative to
monoexciton energy �for QD A EX

0 =1.071 eV, and for QD B EX
0 =1.081 eV�.
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terization may suggest that the structural features responsible
for the “spectroscopic hard rules” are missing from current
XSTM deduced SSC models. The consequence is that the
XSTM→ theory→spectroscopy route does not “close the
loop.” We note that in a similar way, XSTM was previously
used to determine the interfacial profiles in �In,Ga�As/InP
quantum-wells,22 where many XSTM structural models fit
equally well the measured outward relaxation, but most did
not reproduce the measured X0 peak.

B. Inverse approach: decipher structural information
from the measured spectra

Since the XSTM structure→ theory of spectra
→measured spectra fails, we will use an inverse approach,
determining at the outset those structural motifs “seen” by
the spectra—spectroscopic SSC. We will let the spectra nar-
row down the space of SSC configurations that have no con-
flict with the hard rules. In doing so we take two key steps:

First, the spectral “barcoding” procedure21 we use in-
volves the calculation of the multiexcitonic spectra of a li-
brary of 200–300 assumed QD structures. Then, we use data
reduction technique to distill from the library the links be-
tween structural motifs and particular sequences �“bar-
codes”� of excitonic lines. Once this is done we can inquire
which structural motifs are responsible for satisfying the ob-
served HRs. We find three structural motifs �QD base-length

�bSpectr�, height �hSpectr�, and average In composition �C̄In��
that control the spectroscopic HRs, whereas the remaining
structural motifs �e.g., QD shape, or composition profile� do
not influence this sequence. Figure 4�a� illustrates the varia-
tion in the sequence of multiexcitonic transitions, with the

hSpectr and bSpectr, for C̄In�80%. We can identify four regions
�“phases”�, associated with critical spectroscopic heights

h1-h3, that depend on average In composition hi=f�C̄In�, i
=1 ,2 ,3. In Region I �hSpectr�h1�, all three HRs are satisfied

�for example, we calculate h1=3.5 nm for C̄In=80%�. In re-
gion II, where h1�hSpectr�h2, HR2 is violated, i.e., X−1 �and
XT

−2� emission line is blueshifted relative to XX0. In region
III, where h2�hSpectr�h3, HR1 and HR2 are both violated
because of the blueshifted X−1 and XT

−2 emission lines rela-
tive to X0, but XX0 remains redshifted. The XSTM model 5
belongs to this region. In region IV, where h3�hSpectr, all
HRs are violated because all emission lines are blueshifted
relative to X0. The XSTM deduced model 1–4 QDs belong
to this region. We see that all XSTM models are rather far
from region I that gives the correct sequence X0, XX0, X−1,
and X−2 of the multiexciton lines. XSTM measurements pro-
vide, with high accuracy, geometric size of the QD, but the
In composition gradient is accessed only indirectly through
the measured outward relaxation �whose degree of correla-
tion with the composition profile is unknown�. However, it is
the In composition gradient CIn�x,y ,z�, that within measured
geometric size determines the QD spectroscopic size �i.e.,
QD size “seen” by the spectroscopy�.

Second, we will use the spectral barcoding procedure to
deduce composition profile within geometric QD size. In-
dium composition gradient determines �through a combina-

tion of compositions and strain� the wave function quantum
confinement, i.e., spectroscopic size, in lateral direction—
spectroscopic base length, and in growth direction—
spectroscopic height. We fix the QD shape to a truncated
cone23 and vary the In gradient so that the spectroscopic size
of the QD belongs to region I in the phase diagram of

Fig. 4�a�. Furthermore, the average In composition �C̄In�
within this spectroscopic SSC has to yield an exciton energy
EX

0 =1.088�0.025 eV. This establishes the range of
SSCs which a QD has to maintain to satisfy HRs. Given
the range of exciton energies the spectroscopic SSC of QD

is given by: C̄In=85�5%, bSpectr=20�2 nm, and hSpectr

FIG. 3. �Color online� Calculated emission spectra for exciton
charges X0, XX0, X−1, and X−2 of the XSTM deduced models 1–5
QDs �shown in Fig. 2�c��. QDs T1 and T2 are spectroscopically
deduced via the barcoding procedure �Ref. 21�. These are compared
with experiment.
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=2.5�0.38 nm. We generate two such model QDs. The
SSCs of these QDs, denoted as models T1 and T2, are shown
in Fig. 1�d�.

The calculated spectra of model T1 and T2 are shown in
Fig. 3 and are compared with spectroscopy. Subjecting these
spectroscopically deduced QDs to a calculation of outward
relaxation �Fig. 1�b�� shows that the models T1 and T2 fit the
XSTM measured outward relaxation within RMS=28 pm,
comparable to all XSTM models. Thus, the spectroscopy
�plus geometric size�→Theory→XSTM route successfully
“closes the loop,” producing a structural description of the
QD compatible with two independent experimental data:
structural �XSTM� and spectroscopic �PL� data. Note that in
order to reproduce the measured spectral HRs and EX

0

=1.088�0.025 eV, only spectroscopic base-length �bSpectr�,
spectroscopic height �hSpectr�, and average indium composi-

tion �C̄In�80%� are needed �Region I in Fig. 4�a��. QD
shape, geometrical base-length �bgeom�, and geometrical
height �hgeom� �Fig. 1�a�� are not deduced by the inverse pro-
cedure, but from the XSTM measurements, so that the struc-
tural model QD matches XSTM data too. Variation in
QD shape �e.g., from a truncated cone to cylinder� would
not influence agreement with the spectroscopic HRs �see

Ref. 21�, but would present variance with XSTM outward
relaxation.

IV. STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF SPECTRO-
SCOPICALLY DEDUCED QUANTUM DOTS

A. Spectroscopically determined composition profile

Figure 4�b� shows the spectroscopically deduced in pro-
file and compares it to the linear In profile of the model 5
QD. The inverse approach presented here shows that the QD
structure which matches both the outward relaxation of
XSTM measurements and the measured spectra reveals a
nonlinear, almost abrupt, variation in composition profile in
the growth direction �Fig. 1�d��. In the absence of other in-
formation, a linear variation in In composition in the growth
direction has been previously assumed in literature,24,11–13

however not without conflicts.25,26 The emergence of an
abrupt In composition profile from our analysis of the spec-
troscopy finds independent support from transmission elec-
tron microscopy dark images of In-low �In,Ga�As QDs,25

and from a developed structural characterization technique
coherent Bragg rod analysis26 that showed dramatically non-
linear composition profiles for InGaAsSb QDs. Furthermore,

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Phase diagram of sequence of emission lines as a function of QD height �hSpectr� and spectroscopic base-length

�bSpectr� for average In composition C̄In�80%. hi=f�C̄In�, where i=1 ,2 ,3. For example for C̄In=80%, h1=3.5 nm, h2=4.5 nm, and h3

=5.5 nm. Regions I–IV represent different type of line sequences. Only region I satisfies spectral HRs. �b� CIn�z� in the growth direction of
model 5 �red dotted lines� and model T2 �blue solid curve�. �c� Calculated effective confining potential for electrons and holes obtained for
model 5 �black� and model T2 �red� QDs. In the QD region the offsets are irregular �jagged� due to alloy fluctuations. Atomic-scale alloy
randomness �Ref. 28� presents slight variations of effective confining potential, but does not influence the spectral HRs �Ref. 21�.
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our calculated wave functions for the model T1 and T2 are
localized close to the top of the QD. Similar was observed
for the measured wave functions of Ref. 27.

B. Geometric size versus spectroscopic size

Figure 4�c� shows the calculated �strain-and-composition-
gradient modified� confining potential for electrons and holes
obtained for a QD with the dimensions extracted from
XSTM measurements �“geometric dimensions”�, but having
a linear composition profile �model 5�. It is compared with a
QD with an nonlinear composition profile �model T2�. We
see that the nonlinear In profile has a much narrower region
of confinement �horizontal arrows� than the QD with linear
In profile �Model 5� even though both have identical geomet-
ric sizes. For example, a QD with geometric height of 7 nm
that starts with 40% In at its bottom and evolves, through
some nonlinear �rather abrupt� composition gradient, to
100% In at its top, can have an effective “spectroscopic
height” much less than 7 nm. Clearly, the effective spectro-
scopic height can be significantly different than the geomet-
ric height. This conclusion was also suggested in Ref. 11.

V. SUMMARY

We find that the inverse approach: spectroscopy
�plus geometric size�→ theory→XSTM, and not the con-
ventional approach: XSTM→Theory→Spectroscopy, suc-
cessfully “closes the loop” between the structure and spectra
in QDs. We find the measured excitonic spectra encode
structural information which combined with the geometric
size from XSTM enables us to determine the main structural
motifs of a QD. Such spectroscopically deduced QDs are
compatible with both structural �XSTM� and spectroscopic
�PL� data. We emphasize that research of spectroscopy-
controlling structural features can be the key to design of
nanostructures with target optical properties.
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APPENDIX: METHODS

Growth protocol of QDs: the InAs QDs studied here are
grown by molecular beam epitaxy on a �100� semi-insulating
GaAs substrate. The QD layer is separated by 17 nm of
intrinsic GaAs from a Si-doped n++ GaAs layer. QDs are
capped with 10 nm of undoped GaAs followed by a 105 nm
AlAs/GaAs superlattices. Samples used for XSTM and opti-
cal spectroscopy were adjacent parts of the same wafer.

Optical Spectroscopy: a charge-tunable device is made
out of a 5 mm�5 mm piece of wafer material. Ohmic con-
tacts are prepared to the back contact, the earth, after which
a 5-nm-thick NiCr Schottky barrier is evaporated onto the
sample surface.6 PL experiments on single QDs are carried
out at 4.2 K using nonresonant excitation of the wetting
layer. The emission is detected with an InGaAs array detec-
tor. There is clear single electron charging as a function of
bias applied to the top gate allowing an unambiguous deter-
mination of the PL lines. The exciton lines exhibit a Stark
shift but the energy differences between the exciton lines
have at most a small dependence on bias. The Stark shift
does not change the ordering of the exciton lines shown in
the experimental barcodes in Fig. 2.

Pseudopotential many-body calculations: we accept as in-
put the shape-size-composition profile of a QD, then relax
the atomic position �Ri,�� via valence force field method, and
then construct the total pseudopotential of the system V�r�
by superposing the atomic pseudopotential v��r� centered at
the atomic equilibrium positions for 2�106 atoms. We add
the nonlocal spin-orbit Vso interaction, to yield the total po-
tential V�r�=Vso+�v��r-Ri,��. The Hamiltonian −1 /2�2

+V�r� is diagonalized in a basis ��n,�,	�k�� of Bloch bands,
of band index n and wave-vector k, for material 	 �InAs,
GaAs�.16 Multiexciton complexes are extracted from the con-
figuration interaction �CI� method which takes into account
direct Coulomb interaction, exchange, and correlations.17

Coulomb and exchange integrals are computed numerically
from the pseudopotential single-particle states using the mi-
croscopic dielectric constant. We checked the convergence of
the CI by increasing the initial number of basis states, 12
electron and 12 hole single-particle states �counting spin� to
20 electron and 20 hole single-particle states and found no
change in order of emission lines.
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